Red Cloud Indian School
FOSTERING THE NEXT GENERATION OF LAKȞÓTA LEADERS

HISTORY AND CONTEXT
Red Cloud Indian School is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization located on the Pine Ridge Reservation,
home to the Oglala Lakȟóta (Sioux) Tribe. More than 130 years ago, Chief Red Cloud recognized the
Lakȟóta were facing irrevocable economic and cultural struggle. His wish was for the Jesuits to
educate Lakȟóta children to “walk in two worlds” so as to survive in a rapidly changing environment
while still sustaining their Lakȟóta identity. Today, The Red Cloud Indian School includes three schools
that serve nearly 600 students, pastoral services that serve communities throughout the reservation, and
The Heritage Center supporting Indigenous artists from across the region.
Administered in partnership by Jesuits and Lakȟóta people, Red Cloud is creating change on the
reservation—and fostering a new generation of Lakȟóta leaders. By offering a holistic and innovative
approach to education, we address the complex needs of students and community who may be
experiencing socio-economic challenges.

EDUCATING MIND, BODY,
AND SPIRIT
By offering a holistic approach to
education, we address the complex needs
of students who have experienced
challenges no child should face—and
empower them to become leaders in the
community, the nation, and the world.
Red Cloud Indian School serves nearly 600
K-12th grade Lakȟóta children and families
on the Pine Ridge Reservation in western
South Dakota—home to the Oglala Sioux
Tribe.

MEETING COMMUNITY NEEDS
Through a network of Catholic churches and
community centers across the reservation, we serve
more than 800 families to support healing and faith
in celebration and in times of crisis.

HONORING LAKOTA CULTURE
By actively revitalizing the endangered Lakȟóta
language, teaching Lakȟóta history and spirituality,
and preserving a nationally-recognized collection of
over 10,000 pieces of Lakȟóta and other Native art, we
work to deepen understanding of Lakȟóta heritage
and strengthen Native identity.
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Red Cloud Indian School
EMERGING INITIATIVES

LAKȞÓTA LANGUAGE
IMMERSION

TRUTH AND HEALING

Through our Lakȟóta Language Immersion

In the last few decades, Red Cloud School has taken

Program, Red Cloud is working to counter

significant steps to bring Lakȟóta culture, language, and

Lakȟóta language loss, support student

spirituality to the center of its mission and daily work.

outcomes, and provide economic opportunity to

Despite these efforts, we know that there remains a great

Lakȟóta speakers and elders. Our Immersion

deal of tension in our community surrounding the historic

Program currently serves K-4 Oglala Lakȟóta

injustice, including the boarding school, that is a part of Red

students on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.

Cloud’s past. Given that history, we must acknowledge that

By 2023, every student attending Red Cloud’s

this institution was at one point explicitly involved in the

grades K-5 will be taught using a curriculum

destruction of the culture, language, and spirituality it now

translated into Lakȟóta and taught in Lakȟóta as

seeks to celebrate and revitalize. Over the next five years we

the medium.

will begin a process of healing with the community to
confront our past and build the future we want to see.

FARM TO SCHOOL
We envision a successful on site farm to school model that provides produce to our schools' cafeterias
including all the vegetables needed to stock the salad bar and eggs for breakfast within the next two
years. This Farm to School Program will move beyond our current system which includes a geodesic
dome greenhouse and aquaponics system. Our expanded system will include rotating outdoor crops, a
poultry unit for chickens to produce eggs, fruit trees, and high tunnels. We will build out this enhanced
system over the next 24 months. Alongside the construction of the expanded Farm to School Program
will be an expanded to use K-12.
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Red Cloud Indian School
SUSTAINING INITIATIVES

ALUMNI SUCCESS

RED CLOUD VOLUNTEERS

Over 90% of Red Cloud students graduate with a solid

During their ten-month term of service, which can

post secondary plan. The Director of Graduate

be renewed for up to three years, Red Cloud

Success works with these graduates after graduation

volunteers work as classroom teachers, school

to ensure their long term success. Through the

support staff, bus drivers, coaches, and/or activity

support of the Director of Graduate Success, Red

club sponsors. The volunteer experience extends

Cloud graduates are offered the close-knit support

well beyond the boundaries of our classrooms and

that they received while at Red Cloud, encouraging

schools: Red Cloud volunteers have opportunities

their further education. This support, as well as those

to become involved in the larger Lakȟóta

built through connections made with other alumni, is

community through participation in Lakȟóta

key to giving graduates the perseverance to continue

language classes and camps, cultural events such

to build their dreams for their future, both on and off

as powwows, basketball leagues, and family

the reservation.

gatherings in the community.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
Over the next few years, Red Cloud is dedicated to the improvement of our buildings and facilities. A ten million
dollar project includes a new Front Door, Heritage Center, and Track and Field bringing beauty to our campus and
furthering our long term commitment to support Indigenous leaders, artists, athletes, and community members
in the Lakota Nation. It is important Red Cloud welcomes and honors our students, community members, and
visitors. A new entrance to campus is critical to reflect the high academic achievements of Lakota students as well
as the Jesuit tradition of excellence that Red Clod shares with its brother and sister campuses across the country.
The improved Heritage Center will be used for classrooms, a gift shop, and a safer environment for the artwork
collection.
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